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Equestrian Services International (ESI) has been in the equestrian business 
for more than twenty years, with the highest customer satisfaction rate in the 
industry.  We are committed to both quality and service, and we nurture personal, 
long-term relationships with each client based on quality, honesty, and professional, 
personalized customer service. We believe that each customer deserves the best 
footing, and we are confident that you will find our products and services to be 
second to none. 

At ESI, our top priority is to be a professional, full-service footing company that 
customizes each job to meet the client’s needs. We understand the need for a 
superior product to ensure the safety and performance of both riders and horses. 
Our team of professionals will share their expertise during every step of the arena-
building process including consultation, design, construction, and maintenance. 
ESI will go above and beyond to execute your desired riding arena.

Equestrian arenas are a dynamic system and a vital part of any training 
regimen. A good riding surface is important to your horse’s health and comfort. 
If you plan ahead and provide adequate maintenance, your arena will deliver a 
winning performance year-round for a long time to come. ESI can provide you 
the best solutions for the creation and maintenance of your arena from the 
ground up.

If you are looking for the best equestrian footing for your property, look no 
further. ESI is confident that we provide the best riding surfaces currently on the 
market, and we promise that riders and horses alike will love our footing. ESI will 
build your entire arena from conception to completion, always on time, and always 
on budget.

ESI is proud to be a Green Arena Builder. We use recycled products in our arenas, 
as well as environmentally friendly methods and materials that are safe for horses, 
riders and the environment. ESI is confident we can be a part of the solution, leaving 
a lasting impact for future generations. 

ESI is your one-stop-shop for all your equestrian arena needs. From the 
best equestrian footing in the world, arena design, irrigation, drainage, and 
all the equipment necessary to maintain your equestrian arena at top level, to 
arena construction, design and engineering, horse jumps, dust suppressant 
products, custom drags, fences & paint – we do it all.

From our 
family to 
yours... Ride like a champion!
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“ I cannot be more pleased with the outcome of the footing in 

the rings, it is like a breath of fresh air; to be able to ride under any 

conditions and feel that the horses are safe, you can actually turn 

and not risk falling down. No 

matter how much rain they have, 

I’m sure the footing will be great, 

the more rain the better. It was 

outstanding”.

Laura Kraut
Olympic Gold Champion

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION FOOTING
For those who will accept nothing but the best, our International All Weather 

Footing is the top of the line. This surface provides great stability and less stress 

on horses’ legs and joints.

With the perfect balance between compression and 

rebound, it provides maximum stability for horses 

riding in the most extreme weather. We can supply 

this footing in different colors too. We are best noted 

for our “Pink” footing at the Palm Beach International 

Equestrian Center.

“International Footing” is a premium blend of  

the highest quality sand available on the market.  

This incredible footing allows proper drainage and incredible cushion.The mix 

consists of High-Quality Sand, Geotextile Felt & Special Fibers that blend together 

to provide an unparalleled performance for all classes of riding. This footing 

has been installed in some of the biggest equestrian venues around the World 

including the 2008 Olympics, WEF, Devon Horse Show, The Hampton Classic,  

Penn National, Central Park Horse Show, Split Rock and many more.

ESI ALL WEATHER FOOTING
Our all weather footing surfaces are best known in the show jumping and dressage disciplines. Arenas are a vital part of 

any horse and rider’s training regimen. A good riding surface is imperative to your horse’s health, comfort, and performance. 

Arenas are dynamic systems. Plan ahead and provide adequate maintenance for footing that delivers winning rounds year-round. 

FOOTING SURFACES
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INTERNATIONAL PRIVATE FOOTING
This is the ideal footing for those who will accept nothing but the best for 

training their horses at home, and want to be able to ride in the most extreme 

weather. This footing provides the perfect balance between compression and 

rebound for maximum stability, and minimal stress on horse joints and tendons. 

ESI is able to supply this footing in different colors, and is best known for the  “Pink” 

footing at WEF.

”International Private Footing” is a premium blend of the Highest Quality Sand, 

Geotextiles and Special Fibers. When mixed together, it provides unparalleled 

performance,  proper drainage, and incredible cushion in the footing. 

“ This footing can handle the wear and tear of 

the rain, just can’t beat it”.
Steve Stephens

World-renowned Course Designer
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ESI TRADITIONAL PREMIUM FOOTING 
This footing has great benefits for both horse and rider, while 

still being affordable. ESI Traditional Premium Footing begins 

with a blend of local sand resources. ESI then adds the correct 

amount of Geotextiles to create a blend of fibers that mixes 

with the sand, helping any local sand become a great riding 

surface.  This product is also available in different colors.

If you need a cost-effective footing option, but still want the 

best for your horses and riders, this riding surface is a great 

choice.  Do not let monetary constraints keep you from having 

a premium arena.  ESI Traditional Premium Sand footing 

provides great stability for horses and riders. When combined 

with the proper watering system and maintenance, this footing 

will always perform at a top level.

This footing is ESI’s second largest selling product in the U.S. market, and 

is available with a drainage layer under the footing to keep the arena in top form 

through all weather conditions.

FOOTING SURFACES

TRADITIONAL / SAND FOOTING
If you want the best footing for your horses and riders that is still cost effective, this footing is also a great choice. 

ESI “Traditional Sand Footing” is a blend of a high-quality local sands. This footing can allow proper sheet drainage, and 

with proper maintenance, will have some cushion in the footing. If you’re looking to keep your costs down on your arena, 

this footing is very cost effective and easy to maintain.

“The arena that ESI just built for us in NY used to be a 

traditional sand/stone mix. The ESI team came in and 

totally re-graded and rebuilt the arena, putting all new 

footing in. Now we are really enjoying the arena, I think 

it is fabulous and I’m pretty sure it is going to last with 

very low maintenance for a really long period of time.”
McLain Ward

Two-Time Olympic Champion

Phone: 772.221.0707 • Fax: 772.221.8851 • www.esifooting.com
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P2 - PREMIUM PERFORMANCE FOOTING

ESI’s newest innovative product. This footing was released 

to the equestrian market in 2015 with great success. This option is a 

blend of the premium sand along with formulated high-quality local 

sands. This footing allows for proper drainage as well as great cushion 

and balance. The mix consists of Sand, Geo Felt & Fiber.

7
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FOOTING SERVICES

ESI PRODUCTS
  ESI FOOTING GEO

ESI’s basic mixture for equestrian riding arenas. ESI-Footing 

Geo is ESI’s geotextile material used for a wide range of 

arena footings, from hunters and jumpers to dressage and 

western arenas.

 ESI FOOTING FIBER
The same fiber that is used to make the textile fabric for 

the ESI-Footing GEO Textiles. The Fibers are 1-2 inches 

long and are working like a root system through the sand. 

You can use the ESI Footing Fibers with or without ESI 

Footing Geo Textiles.

 ESI FOOTING ELASTIC FIBER
Made up of small, cut elastic fibers, this special fiber 

optimizes shear resistance and makes the footing flexible 

and springy. It is mainly used for horse race tracks, gallops 

and jumping arenas in combination with ESI Footing Geo 

Textile.  ESI Footing Elastic fiber acts like a root system, 

binding sand particles and other additives together, and 

resulting in a very high footing stability.

“The whole secret of this footing is that it is safe for the horses, 

they don’t slip, it gives them enough spring to jump over and 

the surface requires a very low maintenance and not much time 

watering and drying it. It really makes my job as a course designer 

very easy. I don’t have to worry about footing. I can just build a 

course to the highest requirements regardless if it is sunny or  

pouring rain and the horses will just keep jumping on it.”

Richard Jeffery
World-Renowned Course Designer
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FOOTING MIXES 

ESI will save you time and money by providing mixing 
services for your arena footing. By mixing the GGT 
materials with our sands to create the ideal footing mix 
beforehand, it avoids time consuming on-site processes. 

 GGT JUMPING MIX
Custom mix of GGT Footing Geo Textiles with GGT Fiber.  

GGT Jumping Mix is especially designed and engineered for mix 

with sands in hunter and jumper equestrian arenas.

 GGT DRESSAGE MIX
Custom mix of GGT Geo Textile with GGT Fiber. GGT Dressage 

is especially designed and engineered for mix with sands in 

dressage equestrian arenas.

 GGT WESTERN MIX
GGT-Footing Western Mix is the first  mix in the Western sector 

that is ideal for all western riding disciplines. Whether you 

practice reining, cutting, pleasure, cow-horse, barrel-race,  

or trail. The GGT Western Mix has been specially designed, 

engineered, and tested for the Western Discipline. 

Tina Konyot

9
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FOOTING SERVICES

ESI IS AN OFFICIAL GGT DISTRIBUTOR & INSTALLER
Equestrian Services International is the best installer in the country for all your GGT Products!

H O W I T W O R K S.
GGT is a shredded textile that stabilizes sand 
particles. Textiles and Fibers, are added to sand to 
improve the properties as a riding surface. This mimics 
the effect of the rooting system of turf, which has a 
stabilizing effect on the surrounding soil particles.

GGT products give sand more resilience, reduce 
the amount of packing and help to hold moisture 
in the surface, which leads to reduced dust. Sand 
has a lower impact resistance than hard soil, combined 
with a low shear resistance which allows the horse 
toe to penetrate deeply. However, deep sand tends 
to give way resulting in a loss of traction. Since horses 
must use a greater muscular effort to overcome the 
tendency of the sand to give way, the working heart 
rate will be up to 50% higher on deep sand. This is 
why sand is so tiring for the horse to work on. GGT 
when mixed with regular footing reduces packing to 
overcome this obstacle.

Your GGT product is a large investment, and having 
it installed properly is essential. Don’t waste your 
money working with just another installer! Work with 
ESI for the best and most experienced GGT installer 
in the country. ESI has over 20 years experience, and 
prides themselves on superior customer service for 
long-lasting customer relationships. ESI designs and 
builds all projects with in-house employees (no  
sub-contractors) and state-of-the-art laser and GPS 
guided equipment.

GeoEliteFiber

Phone: 772.221.0707 • Fax: 772.221.8851 • www.esifooting.com
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NOT ALL THE GGT INSTALLERS ARE CREATED EQUAL:
Your GGT is an important investment. Don’t waste your money working with just another installer. ESI is the 
best and most experienced GGT installer in the country:

• More than twenty years of experience, our customer service is second-to-none, and we have the 
highest customer satisfaction in the industry.

• ESI customizes every job according to the customer’s particular needs.

• ESI can build your entire arena from conception to completion, always on time, and always on 
budget.

• We design and build all the projects using state-of-the-art Laser and GPS guided equipment.

• We only use the best materials, equipment, designers and employees. The results are always 
astonishing and set us apart from the competition.

• ESI is a Green Arena Builder. We use recycled products on our arenas and construction projects. 
We also use environmentally-friendly methods and materials that are safe for horses and riders.

• We believe that having good communication with our customers helps us to fulfill their 
expectations. We submit daily reports to the customer with the status of each job, work 

performed, and any items needing attention.

11
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ESI ELITE SYNTHETIC SURFACES
ESI Elite footing strikes the delicate balance 

between compression and rebound for 

maximum stability. It has been specially 

engineered for the quality and performance 

you demand in your track or arena. Created 

to provide impact resistance, our consistent 

and uniform blend provides the perfect mix 

of dust-free, low maintenance footing for 

optimum durability and equine safety. ESI Elite 

Footing stays fluffed up with equine activity, 

reducing the need for harrowing or dragging of 

the surface.

FOOTING SERVICES

“I travel all around the word, and I have seen different types of 
footing, and I can say that the footing of Equestrian Services 
International is far superior than any other footing that we ever 
jump on.” Darren Graziano

Champion Show Jumper and Trainer

BENEFITS:
• Dust Free  • Low Maintenance
• No Watering • Fast Draining
• Freeze Resistant • Excellent Impact Resistance
• Low Erosion • Easy Installation
• Tracking Reduction • Odor Free

Phone: 772.221.0707 • Fax: 772.221.8851 • www.esifooting.com
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RACING SURFACES
 ESI FusionTrac®

For those who race, FusionTrac® is the New Innovation in Race Track Surfaces. ESI has taken a “back to the basics” 

approach to the Racing Surfaces with a blend of  the highest  quality natural dirt and our specialty European crafted mix 

of Elastic Fibers, Geotextile racing mix and recycled carpet that fuses the sand to a perfect running surface. ESI FusionTrac® 

provides  an incredible surface for racing - a classic dirt track with the benefits of today’s technology and a track that is 

easier and safer on horses than conventional Dirt and 

Synthetic Tracks.

FusionTrac® is a safe racing surface for horses and riders 

providing impact resistance and therefore decreasing 

injuries, with minimal kickback and the perfect cushion 

for your horses. One of the biggest benefits of FusionTrac® 

is the financial savings you will see after installing the 

footing, when properly maintained.

In addition, our all-weather track means never canceling 

a race or training session due to inclement weather. 

With FusionTrac® advanced drainage system, we are able 

to control the amount of water drained by creating a 

separation layer. This allows the water to pool far beneath 

the surface of the footing, distributing the water equally.

13
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FOOTING SERVICES

RACING SURFACES
 ANDREWS BOWEN SAFETRACK

Safetrack is an extremely advanced surface. Using a hard wax rather than the softer petroleum jelly makes for a more durable 

surface. The hot wax coats a combination of two grades of multi-washed silica sand, elastic fibres, polypropylene, polyester fibers, and 

rubber shred. Safetrack synthetic riding surface has been supplied to many racehorse trainers and racetracks around the world.

Benefits:

•   Minimal kickback 

•   Excellent shock absorbing properties

•   Freeze Resistant 

•   Requires no watering 

•   Dust free and low maintenance

•   Allows horses to travel over the surface as 

 the synthetic fibres act as a root structure similar to good turf

ANDREWS BOWEN SURFACES
Andrews Bowen Ltd. designs, manufactures and installs a comprehensive 
range of riding surfaces, for arena, competition and racing establishments, 
alongside with a range of arena maintenance equipment and arena 
improvement fibers.

Leading the way in surface development, Andrews Bowen is at the forefront of 
cutting edge technology for surfaces and impact absorption with sound ecological 
values. These values have made Andrews Bowen the surface of choice for many 
championship events that include FEI and The 2012 London Olympic Games.
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PROWAX
ProWax is an extremely advanced surface. Using a hard wax rather than the softer 
petroleum jelly makes for a more durable surface. The hot wax coats a combination of 
multi-washed silica sand, elastic fibres, polypropylene, polyester fibers, and PVC.

BENEFITS:
• Requires no watering
• Dust Free
• Frost Resistant
• Requires minimal maintenance
• Gives a secure, forgiving surface that reduces repetitive  strain injury
• Synthetic fibres act as a root structure similar to turf allowing horses to travel  
 freely over the surface

EQUAFLOW
Equaflow is a sustainable water storage, irrigation and soil conditioning system 
providing consistent high performance equestrian running surfaces.

BENEFITS:
• Consistent High Performance 
• Sustainable
• Conditioned surfacing 
• Substrate void ratio and strength
• Hoof Support
• Harvests, stores, and re-uses rain water
• Conditions surfacing generally without need  
       for pumping
• Cost-effective. Reduces running costs  

OTHER PRODUCTS

STABILITY PRO FIBERS
Stability fibers are a specially developed blend of elastic fibres, 
polypropylene, polyester fibers, and PVC granules. Andrews Bowen 
manufactures and produces specially chopped synthetic fibers to 
either add to sand or to stabilize your existing surface.
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DESIGN & EQUESTRIAN SERVICES

INDOOR / OUTDOOR ARENAS
ESl can build your entire arena from concept to completion, 

on time and within your budget. Before the construction of any 

arena, you must consider the arena type, topography, weather, 

drainage, and water availability. Equestrian Services International 

always takes these factors into consideration. We will work with 

you to design and construct an arena that is usable all  

year round and will last for many years to come. 

• Indoor and Covered Arena

• Outdoor Arenas

• Hunters and Jumpers

• Dressage

• Western

• Derby Fields

• Polo Fields

• Drainage and Irrigation Systems

Arena free-drainage base under construction by ESI

Equaflow system installation in progress.

Channel drain installation.

Drainage layer
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ESI is proud to be a Green Arena Builder. 

We use recycled products as well as 

environmentally friendly methods and 

materials that are safe for both horses and 

riders while building our arenas. It is our 

strong belief that by going green, we can 

make a difference and help to preserve the 

environment for future generations. 

Equaflow system installation in progress.
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DESIGN & EQUESTRIAN SERVICES

FIELD DEVELOPMENT
With several years of experience, Equestrian Services International has built some of the best derby fields in the world.  

We only use the top designers, equipment, and materials. The results are paramount, and set us apart from the competition. 

• Designs by World-Renowned Course Designers

• Liver Pools & Water Jumps

• Multi-Use Banks

• Table Jumps

• Grobs & Ponds

“What I’m seeing done here 

is fairly amazing. I’ve always 

believed that the Wellington 

facility should be to the 

United States what Aachen 

is to Germany and Spruce 

Meadows is to Canada  - the 

calling card of our sport.”  

Ian Millar
Eight-Time Olympian 

Known as Captain Canada
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SITE DEVELOPMENT 
Equestrian Services International is your one-stop-shop for site development. ESI will arrange every aspect of your arena, 

giving you a single point-of-contact, which makes it easy to communicate and keeps your project on time and within budget. 

ESI ENGINEERING SOLUTIONS
With State of the Art GPS and Laser Equipment, ESI can 

create an Earthwork Volume Report with cut and fill volumes  

or areas before the construction project begins, to ensure 

the best results and complete customer satisfaction.

Equestrian Services International can perform a wide range of 

work, from mass excavation through to finished grade, on both 

large and small jobs.

The ESI heavy equipment is also equipped with cutting-edge 

earth moving grade control system that uses GPS, laser, or 

construction total station technology to accurately position the 

equipment in real time, significantly reducing material overages, 

and dramatically improving productivity. Also, getting the 

job done right the first time eliminates rework. The accurate 

(AccuGrade) grading equipment installed in our machines help 

ESI to carefully control material usage.

•  One-Stop-Shop - we can handle your entire 

 project from conception to completion

• Quality and durable construction

• Familiar with equestrian needs

• Over 20 years of construction experience

• Customized arena designs

• Green Building methods used

• Great return of investment

• Site development

• Guidance and engineering

• Permit expediting

• Stall construction
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DESIGN & EQUESTRIAN SERVICES

SPORTS FIELDS
Polo Tracks & Fields
Let Equestrian Services International build your next polo field. These fields require special manicuring to ensure a 

proper playing surface. ESI has the tools and knowledge necessary to construct the perfect polo field.  We can construct a 

level surface for polo players and their ponies to enjoy. Lastly, these fields require boundaries and markings for proper play 

that ESI’s team of professionals can also install. Choose ESI for all of your polo needs.

Soccer & Sport Fields
ESI has the resources to build picture-perfect soccer 

fields. Our team of professionals have the knowledge 

to construct and landscape these sports’ fields. ESI 

can do everything from planting the grass, installing 

the turf, to providing irrigation and maintenance. 

Derby Fields
Besides constructing natural grass fields, ESI’s team 

of experts have the resources and understanding to 

build synthetic turf fields as well. These turf fields are 

ideal for all sports. They are made of artificial grass 

and require no irrigation and minimal maintenance. 
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ESI FOOTING AT THE TRUMP INTERNATIONAL

The saying goes that hindsight is 20/20, 
but sometimes foresight can be that as 
well.
After Kent Farrington won last year’s 
$100,000 Trump Invitational at Mar-
a-Lago Club in Palm Beach Florida, 
riders and organizers discussed the 
need for improving the footing for 
the next event at the facility. Donald 
Trump, owner of the stunning Mar-
a-Lago estate, listened, and the pic-
turesque lawn was replaced with top-
notch Equestrian Services International 

turf footing for this year’s $125,000 Trump Invitational Grand Prix. 

That turned out to be an especially good decision as a torrential down-
pour began shortly after the first horse entered the ring today. But de-
spite rain falling throughout the entire class—at times in heavy, blowing 
sheets—the footing puddled but otherwise held up perfectly. Farrington 
was back, too, and he blazed the fastest clear track around the jump-off 
with Blue Angel—winning his second consecutive Trump Invitational. 
 
“I think all the riders want to applaud Mark [Bellissimo, Equestrian Sport 
Productions LLC CEO and one of the masterminds behind the event] and 
Donald for re-doing the footing,” said Farrington. “It’s a huge effort to 
undertake and make this a high-level event, and now we can bring our 
best horses here and count on good footing. Today, with the weather, 
it was more just uncomfortable than anything else. We didn’t have to 

worry about horses falling down. I think 
last year was actually more difficult because 
the footing was so much better this year.” 

“Mark told me, ‘Do the turf,’ ” added 
Trump. “What do you think of last year’s 
turf in this weather? You think we would 
have survived?”
 

“Not a chance,” answered Farrington.

January 5, 2014

Farrington Fares Well Again At Mar-a-Lago
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FENCE & GATE DESIGN / INSTALLATION
Equestrian Services International offers custom design and installation for all your gates and fencing needs:

 

• Perfect finishes

• Low maintenance

•  Made from one of the hardest and most durable 

 wood varieties on the market

•  Variety of fence posts

• High quality of fencing materials and systems

 

The ESI fences are set to offer many generations of 

carefree fencing pleasure, and all with one aim in mind: 

to swiftly resolve all your fencing needs and problems.

FENCE & GATE

ESI FARM & FENCE PAINT
ESI offers the industry’s finest agricultural & equestrian 

coating products for your farm at competitive prices. ESI Farm 

& Fence Paint is a premium fade resistant acrylic paint fortified 

with UV inhibitors for years of lasting durability. ESI paint is 

easily applied by spray, brush, or roller and features “One Coat 

Coverage” with spray application.

• Livestock safe fence paint 

• Resists fading, peeling 

 and weathering

• Environmentally safe 

 Water-based acrylic formula

• Attractive semi-gloss sheen

• Easy soap & water cleanup

• Mold resistant

• Barn, stable, and silo paint

• Available in many colors and packaging of 5, 55 & 275 gallons
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STALLS
Equestrian Services International will turn your dreams into a reality by building them! Our highly capable crews will help you 

to remodel your future. We strive to provide you with elite customer service. ESI will help guide you through the process of building or 

remodeling your arena, farm, stalls, home, or other facility. Our integrity 

and dedication has built life-long relationships with owners, suppliers, 

coworkers, and the equestrian community. We have one of the best 

reputations for meeting or beating our deadlines, as well as staying 

within your budget. 

From conception to completion, we can provide designs, site 

development, expedite permits, provide engineering, and 

complete the final construction. 

ESI offers elegant, European style horse stalls. Stalls are heavy-

duty and ship directly to your location. We offer a variety of stall 

front designs to choose from. We offer standard stalls, portable stalls, 

custom stall fronts, roofing, and flooring - everything you need to 

create the perfect barn for your horse. 

STALLS
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TACK LOCKERS & TRUNKS

ESI TACK LOCKERS & TRUNKS
ESI teamed up with Flexi Equine Tack to create locker systems to transport and keep tack safe. The design is functional and 

allows for maximum space. The custom finishes allow the consumer to choose colors, logos, and wording to personalize these tack 

boxes. They are lightweight with an easy-to-handle design - perfect for taking on the road. 

The Flexi Equine Tack Locker is a dynamic storage system made from lightweight and robust materials. It is tough, safe, secure, 

water resistant, and built to last. You can choose from various colors and graphics to represent and market your image. Your color 

and graphic choice can be applied to any of the standard size or 

custom made lockers.
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ESI CLEAR RIDE ARENA DUST SUPPRESSANT
ESI Clear-Ride Arena Dust Control is a safe, eco-friendly solution for arena dust 

control on existing footings. ESI Clear-Ride is an organic, nature-friendly clear liquid that 

lasts up to one year per application. ESI Clear-Ride provides a safer, cleaner environment 

for horses, riders, trainers, spectators, and all others associated with equine care and 

support.   

Benefits include:

• Extends the life of existing    

       arena footing 

• Stabilizes materials for    

       improved consistency

•  Your arena, clothing, horses, tack, 

and surroundings will stay cleaner

•  Eliminates the need for watering, 

resulting in significant savings and 

reduced inconvenience

•  The arena will remain cleaner and 

more consistent from morning until evening

•  Can be used indoors, outdoors, and will not wash away with rain

•  Safe for animals & humans, nature friendly, 

and non-toxic; does not contain chlorides

• Significantly reduces health risks

•  Cost effective, easy to apply, and lasts up to one year per application

• Non-sticky, non-slippery, and will not freeze

DUST CONTROL

25

IDEAL USE INCLUDES:
• Indoor & Outdoor Arenas

• Show Grounds

• Round Pens & Walkers

• Parking Areas & Roadways

• Anywhere you want to 

avoid dust kick-up!

BEFORE AFTER
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DERBY FIELD MAINTENANCE

DERBY FIELD MAINTENANCE
Equestrian Services International is a full-service derby arena construction and maintenance company with more 

than 20 years of experience. ESI is a leaders in the industry due to impeccable work, competitive prices, attention to detail, 

and concern for the customer’s needs. 

Service
ESI can service your arena field to 

keep it in top shape. Showcase your 

arena with the proper maintenance. 

Whether you need basic maintenance 

or an overhaul of your field, ESI’s 

expert design team can achieve the 

look you desire for your arena.

Installation
Our experienced staff can install 

derby fields designed to your 

specifications. Each project is 

managed from start to finish to best 

meet the client’s goals.
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ARENA WATERING SYSTEMS
Our carefully installed irrigation and drainage systems guarantee 

maintaining your landscaping and arena to be a breeze. We take 

into consideration the geography, plant type, and climate of the area to 

create an irrigation and drainage system fit for your property. ESI starts 

from the bottom up. Every layer of your arena is as important as the next 

in order to create an effective system. With our careful technique, the 

water will not pool or collect, but instead will efficiently and evenly drain 

to assure the safest riding surface. Equally important is the irrigation of 

your new arena. Nothing ruins good footing and landscaping faster than 

not getting enough water. Our products and services will make sure your 

entire arena stays in its original, top-quality state.

WATERING SYSTEMS

Installation of ebb and flow watering system for riding arena.
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GROOMERS

ESI INTERNATIONAL GROOMER
The ESI International Groomer is a full-size 8 foot arena 

groomer that features two rows of adjustable ripper teeth, a 

manual or hydraulic  adjustable grading bar, and three roller styles 

for unique patterns. These low maintenance American-made 

groomers create a smooth, consistent footing for horse and rider 

to train and compete on. 

ESI MINI INTERNATIONAL GROOMER
Constant maintenance is vital to keep your arena in perfect shape. A smaller 

version of the ESI International Groomer, the Mini International Groomer 

is just as flexible and adjustable as the full-sized version for a variety of 

footing surfaces. The Mini also is available with your choice of three roller 

styles. It is one of best groomers on the market for a wide range of natural 

and synthetic footing material. 

Three Roller
Styles

Adjustable
Grading Bar
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ARENA AND PROPERTY MAINTENANCE
To maintain the pristine look of your arena every time, we have compact tractors that offer the best reliability in the industry 

while saving you time and money on maintenance. ESI can find the perfect solution for all your arena maintenance needs.

Built for a Tighter 
Turning Radius

ESI SOIL MASTER
Our Soil Master Groomers create a smooth, consistent footing, 

for horse and rider to train and compete on. These arena grooming 

machines prepare the footing layer while protecting the valuable subsoil 

or base of the arena. To ensure that your arena is properly maintained our 

custom made arena drags will do the job for you time and time again.

TURNING 
POINT DRAG

The Soil Master is 

a great machine 

on its own, but if 

you are looking 

to take it a step 

further, then our 

turning point drag 

is the perfect add-

on. Our patented 

turning point 

drag allows a tight 

turning radius for 

easy maintenance 

around difficult 

corners.  

ESI MINI INTERNATIONAL GROOMER 

• Flexible and adjustable as the full-sized version 

• Available with three roller styles. 
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JUMPS & CARTS

ESI HORSE JUMPS
Our company offers jumping equipment and sponsor fences for 

the amateur and the professional rider. ESI also has the know-how 

to produce and supply custom-made show-jumping fences. Whether 

it’s about a training-set or a complete “Grand-Prix” course, Equestrian 

Services International has the right product.

Custom Design
Horse Jumps

Examples 
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  OLAF PETERSEN JUMPS

Equestrian Services International is the 

American distributor for Olaf Petersen OHG. 

This is a company owned by world-famous 

German course designer, Olaf Petersen. He 

has built jumps for the Olympic Games and 

World Cup competitions. 

ESI Jump Carts

Equestrian Services International makes moving your jumps in the arena 

easy with their US designed and manufactured jump carts.  The perfect 

delivery and storage cart for your poles and gates. 

Send your design to Equestrian Services 

International for a quote. Design and colors 

of your choosing. Low maintenance. 

Protect your expensive jumps 

by storing them off the ground, 

and easily pull them into the 

arena with a tractor or ATV. The 

carts are designed in a manner 

to reduce maintenance. 
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TESTIMONIALS

TESTIMONIALS

McLain Ward - Two-time Olympic Champion

The arena that ESI just built for us in NY used to be a traditional sand/stone mix. The ESI team came in and 

totally re-graded and rebuilt the arena, putting all new footing in. Now we are really enjoying the arena.  

I think it is fabulous, and I’m pretty sure it is going to last with very low maintenance for a really long 

period of time.

 

Olaf Petersen - World-renowned Course Designer

“Is a pleasure for course designer to work on a perfect footing like this and to play with all the little tricks 

that we have in our pockets to produce a good sport and especially in the jump off. As a course designer, 

safety for horses and riders is always first.  This arena is not slippery and we can really build exciting turns. 

The public just loves it. This surface is like a spring. If normal horses jump 1.40 or 1.50 now suddenly are 

jumping 10 cm higher. This is amazing here; this footing is perfect. I have seen rings around the world all 

my life and this may be number 1”.

 

Ian Millar - Eight-time Olympian Known as Captain Canada

“What I’m seeing done here is fairly amazing. I’ve always believed that the Wellington facility should be 

to the United States what Aachen is to Germany and Spruce Meadows is to Canada--the calling card of 

our sport.”  

Richard Jeffery - World-renowned Course Designer

“The whole secret of this footing is that it is safe for the horses. They don’t slip; it gives them enough 

spring to jump over and the surface requires a very low maintenance and not much time watering and 

drying it. It really makes my job as a course designer very easy. I don’t have to worry about footing, and 

I can just build a course to the highest requirements regardless if it is sunny or  pouring rain, and the 

horses will just keep jumping on it.”

 

 Tryon International Equestrian Center, NC.
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TESTIMONIALS

Laura Kraut - Olympic Gold champion

“ I cannot be more pleased with the outcome of the footing in the rings. It is like a breath of fresh air to be able 

to ride under any conditions and feel that the horses are safe. You can actually turn and not risk falling down. No 

matter how much rain they have, I’m sure the footing will be great. The more rain the better. It was outstanding.”

 

Darren Graziano - Champion Show Jumper and Trainer

“I travel all around the word, and I have seen different types of footing, and I can say that the footing of 

Equestrian Services International is far superior than any other footing that we ever jump on.”

 

Dr. Timothy Ober - Veterinarian for the U.S. Equestrian Team

Also member of the U.S. Equestrian Federation Equine Drugs & Medications Committee, said, “We have 

no statistics as such, but it seems there are fewer injuries. The horses are holding up better. Compared 

to past trials, the attrition rate seemed smaller and that primarily is due to the footing. The footing has 

been a real positive mostly for the good of the horses that always comes first. But without it, because of 

the weather, there might not have been the competitions we were able to have.”

 

Steve Stephens- World-renowned Course Designer

“This footing can handle the wear and tear of the rain, just can’t beat it.”

 

Tina Konyot -  US Dressage Team Rider and 2010 USEF National Grand Prix Champion 

“ESI has provided me with the very best footing for my specific needs .. Keeping our horses healthy and 

happy also  includes the ground they work on .. So , Thank You ESI.”

Central Park Horse Show, New York, NY
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CLIENTS

COMMERCIAL ARENAS & HORSE SHOWS

• International Omaha Horse Show

• Arenas at Palm Beach Equestrian Center 

 - Global Dressage Festival

• Devon Horse Show

• The Hampton Classic

• Pennsylvania Horse Show

• Central Park Horse Show

• Ox-Ridge Horse Show

• Spruce Meadows Horse Show

• Angelstone Tournaments

• Lake Placid Horse Show

• Tryon International Equestrian Center

• Kentucky State Horse Park

• Great Southwestern Equestrian Center

• Split Rock

PRIVATE ARENAS

• McLain Ward

• Darren Graziano

• Kate Levy

• Heritage Farm

• Robert Dover

• River’s Edge (Ken Berkley & Scott Stewart)

• Zacara Farm

• S & L Farm (Sam Edelman)

• Tina Konyot

• Grindstone Farm (Ben Simpkins)

• Bluman Farm (Daniel Bluman)

• El Milagro (David Garza)

• WB Equestrian

• St. Clair Equestrian Center

• Murray Kessler

• Liliane Stransky

• Mission Farms

• Lamp Light Equestrian

• Juan Ortiz Stables

• Rodrigo Pessoa

• Daniel Bluman

• Rodriguez Andres

• Lilian Stransky

• Pine Cone Farm

• Pine Hollow

• Hollow Creek Farm

• RGC Farm

• Steven Green

• Owl’s Nest Farm

• Juan Ortiz Stables

• Rancho Golden Point   

(Andres Rodriguez)
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WHAT SETS US APART FROM THE REST!
Equestrian Services International is committed to quality and service, and we nurture personal, long-term 

relationships with each client based on quality, honesty, professional and personalized customer service. ESI believes that 

each customer deserves the best, and we are confident that you will find our products and services second to none:

• ESI is committed to quality, and we go out of our way to develop strong working relationships with our clients. 

 We believe our clients deserve the best service, and we are confident you will find our work unparalleled. 

• We design and build all of our arenas with ESI employees and equipment using only use state-of-the-art laser 

 and GPS laser equipment for the best and most reliable results.

•  Crew members submit computerized daily reports to the customer at the end of each day with the status of the job. 

•  Each of our employees is trained and certified to conduct specific tasks. ESI will assure you that your arena construction 

and maintenance is at the highest level possible. 

•  We have multiple, quality-trained arena construction crews to fulfill all of your needs. ESI also has account managers 

to service all of your requests. We have a quality trained irrigation/water system crew who designs and installs water 

systems for all arena types. ESI also offers maintenance programs and equipment to properly maintain your arena.

INTERNATIONAL PRESENCE IN PARTNERSHIP WITH NV POELS G & CO.

• 2008 Olympics in Hong Kong

• Austria

• Bahamas

• Belgium

• Brazil

• France

• Germany

• Italy

• Monaco

• Netherlands

• Portugal

• Spain

• Turkey

• UAE

• Vienna



“Simply  
        the best!”

Equestrian Services International 

RIDE LIKE A CHAMPION.

N E W  YO R K   |   K E N T U C K Y 
N O R T H  C A R O L I NA   |   F L O R I DA 

ESIFooting.com • ESIGroomers.com

Office: 772.221.0707     Fax:  772.221.8851


